
广东、入粤、居港、旅港印人  
Seal carvers originated from, travelling to or living in Guangdong or Hong Kong 

 

徐三庚（1826–1890） 

徐三庚，浙江上虞人。1826–1890。字辛谷，号井罍、袖海、金罍、诜郭、余粮生、大横、褎

海、金罍道士、金罍道人、金罍山民、荐木道士、老辛庚、井畾、袖海父、上于父、翯然散人、

老褎。书斋名号为似鱼室。徐氏游寓各地，一度居广东。工篆隶，能摹金石文字，篆取《天发

神谶碑》，隶书结合汉代诸碑之长，自成面目。篆刻早岁师法浙派陈鸿寿、赵之琛，后以邓石

如、吴熙载为归，婀娜多姿，有「吴带当风」美誉。所作虚实处理自为家数，用刀猛利熟练，

不事修饰。行楷边款，运刃劲健。岭南印人翕然从风，黄士陵、齐白石早年也受影响。晚清张

熊、任熏、虚谷、任颐、黄山寿、蒲华等名画家用印多出徐氏之手。日本学者圆山大迂、秋山

白严、西川春洞、初代中村兰台等印作，皆受他熏陶，对东瀛书道和印学颇有影响。旅居苏州

时结交前辈印人叶廷管，后北上京津，南行从海道经香港至广州。与沈树镛、岑仲陶、孙熹、

王韬等交善。刻印辑有《金罍山民印存》、《似鱼室印谱》。后人辑有《徐三庚印存》、《金罍印

摭》等。 

XU Sangeng (1826–1890) 

Xu Sangeng (1826–1890), a native of Shangyu, Zhejiang, courtesy name Xingu, literary names 

Jonglei, Xiuhai, Jinlei, Shenguo, Yuliangsheng, Daheng, Xiuhai, Jinlei daoshi, Jinlei daoren, Jinlei 

shanmin, Jianmu daoshi, Laoxingeng, Jinglei, Xiuhaifu, Shangyufu, Heran sanren and Laoxiu, 

travelled extensively and lived in Guangdong temporarily. His studio was called Siyu shi. Xu was a 

calligrapher of the seal and clerical scripts and a seal carver. He owed his seal script to the Stele for 

the Divine Omen and his clerical script to the Han stelae. As for the seal carving, he first modelled on 

Chen Hongshou and Zhao Zhichen, and then Deng Shiru and Wu Xizai, making expressiveness and 

dynamism the prominent features in his seals. His fluent and assured execution is exemplified in his 

side inscriptions in the running and regular scripts. In addition to influencing Huang Shiling, Qi 

Baishi and the Lingnan seal carvers, he had made an impact on the calligraphy and seal carving in 

Japan as traces of his style can be gleaned from the seals by Japanese artists like Maruyama Taiu, 

Akiyama Hakugan, Nishikawa Shundou and Nakamura Randai. When Xu sojourned in Suzhou, he 

made friends with the seal carver Ye Tingguan before he continued his journey to Tianjin, Beijing, 

Hong Kong and Guangzhou. He also had close contact with Shen Shuyong, Cen Zhongtao, Sun Xi 

and Wang Tao. His works include Jinlei shanmin yincun and Siyu shi yinpu. 
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素钮方形二字白文印 Square Seal with Two Incised Characters 

清道光至光绪（1826–1890） Qing Daoguang to Guangxu (1826–1890) 

徐三庚 XU Sangeng 

石（寿山∕连江黄） Stone (Shoushan) 

印文︰ 贵馨 Seal characters: Guixin 

尺寸︰ 纵︰1.9 厘米 

横︰1.9 厘米 

高︰7.4 厘米 

Size: W: 1.9 cm 

L: 1.9 cm 

H: 7.4 cm 

 


